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DATE

 y Acclaimed authors with more than 15  
million in combined sales 

 y An experiment in fast-paced storytelling,  
offers four linked stories of strangers bound 
by unexpected gifts

 y Blending supernatural and suspense, these 
stories read like your favorite television series

Gathering four stories from four bestselling author friends,  
Invitation is the first collection in the ongoing Harbingers series. 

In “The Call” by Bill Myers, four strangers are drawn together to help 
a student at the mysterious Institute for Advanced Psychic Studies. His 
gifts are supposedly being honed to assist world leaders . . . but there 
are some very disturbing strings attached. 

Frank Peretti’s “The Haunted” confronts a supernatural mystery, a 
case of murder, and an exploration into the darkness of the human 
heart, all centering around a mysterious house.

In Angela Hunt’s “The Sentinels,” animals around the world are 
mysteriously dying. What could it mean? When the tragedy begins 
to touch Andi’s dreams, she discovers a terrifying theory. 

“The Girl” by Alton Gansky is a gripping tale of a young barefoot 
girl found holding a scroll in the snowy Oregon mountains. She is 
sweet, innocent—apparently not of this world—and something 
wants to kill her. 

Invitation
Harbingers

Bill Myers, Frank Peretti,  
Angela Hunt, and Alton Gansky

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

A bestselling author and award-winning filmmaker, as 
well as the co-creator of McGee and Me, Bill Myers’s 
books and videos have sold more than 8 million copies. 
He lives in California. Learn more at www.billmyers.com.

Frank E. Peretti is one of American Christianity’s best-
known authors. His novels, including This Present Dark-
ness, have sold more than 10 million copies. He makes 
his home in Idaho. Learn more at www.frankperetti.com.

With more than 5 million copies of her books sold 
worldwide, Angela Hunt is the bestselling author of 
more than 100 works, including the Dangerous beauty 
series and Risen: The Novelization of the Major Motion 
Picture. She resides in Florida. Learn more at www.
angelahuntbooks.com.

Alton Gansky is the author of more than 20 novels. He 
has won the Angel Award and received the ACFW award 
for best suspense/thriller for his work on Fallen Angel. He 
lives in California. Learn more at www.altongansky.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Risen: The Novelization of the Major Motion 
Picture by Angela Hunt
978-0-7642-1845-3

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: April 4
$15.99
978-0-7642-1974-0

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Futuristic
FICTION / Thrillers / Supernatural
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker
978-0-7642-9944-5

Four Bestselling Authors Team Up 
for Thrilling Supernatural Suspense 
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PRAISE FOR DEE HENDERSON

“[Full Disclosure] has everything 
a fan could want, and will easily 
garner new fans. Just when you 
think that the last twist has been 
thrown, another one arrives. An 
intricately plotted mystery, exciting 
action, superb characterization and 
a faith-filled romance—what an 
amazing story to savor!”—RT Book 
Reviews 

“Minute details . . . plot twists 
galore, and a supporting cast whose 
capacity to fight evil and win is 
just this side of over-the-top make 
[Unspoken] a rip-roaring good read. 
Old fans and new readers alike will be 
delighted.”—Publishers Weekly

 “Henderson’s writing can have a 
magical quality that keeps readers 
turning the pages. . . .”—Publishers 
Weekly on The Healer

“The characters are strong and the 
romance is intriguing. . . .”—Library 
Journal on Full Disclosure

“Henderson’s writing is crisp, and 
the gripping story line will keep readers 
on edge until the final page.”—Library 
Journal on Traces of Guilt

“The combination of dogged detective 
work and clever deductions that leads 
Evie to solve both cases is bound to 
please mystery fans, and the hint of 
attraction between Evie and Gabriel will 
keep romance readers intrigued enough to 
see how this relationship develops over 
the course of the series.”—Booklist on 
Traces of Guilt
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MAY

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: May 2

trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-1997-9
5½ x 8½ 
480 pages
Case Quantity: 32

hardcover
$22.99
978-0-7642-1998-6

5½ x 8½ 
480 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: FICTION / 
Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / 
Romance
FICTION / Christian / 
General
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker
978-0-7642-9945-2

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dee Henderson is the author of numerous novels, 
including Traces of Guilt, the New York Times best-
seller Full Disclosure, the acclaimed o’Malley series, 
and the uncoMMon Heroes series. Her books have won 
or been nominated for several prestigious industry 
awards, such as the RITA Award, the Christy Award, 
and the ECPA Gold Medallion. Dee is a lifelong 
resident of Illinois. 

Learn more at www.deehenderson.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

An EviE BlAckwEll cold cAsE

Traces of Guilt
978-0-7642-1886-6

Taken
978-0-7642-1571-1
Undetected
978-0-7642-1243-7

Evie Blackwell’s reputation as a top investigator for the Illinois State Police has landed her 
an appointment to the governor’s new Missing Persons Task Force. This elite investiga-

tive team is launched with plenty of public fanfare. The governor has made this initiative a 
high priority, so they will have to produce results—and quickly.

Evie and her new partner, David Marshal, are assigned to a pair of unrelated cases in 
suburban Chicago, and while both involve persons now missing for several years, the cases 
couldn’t be more different. While Evie opens old wounds in a close-knit neighborhood 
to find a missing college student, David searches for a private investigator working for a 
high-powered client.

With a deep conviction that “justice for all” truly matters, Evie and David are unrelenting 
in their search for the truth. But Evie must also find answers to the questions that lie just 
beneath the surface in her personal life. 

Threads of Suspicion
an evie blackwell cold case

Dee Henderson

 y Henderson is the top CBA 
writer in romantic suspense

 y 3 million copies of  
her novels in print

 y Traces of Guilt was a  
USA Today bestseller and  
a #1 ECPA bestseller

Dee Henderson Pens Another 
Compelling Cold Case Mystery



ALSO AVAILABLE

An EviE BlAckwEll cold cAsE

Traces of Guilt
978-0-7642-1886-6

Taken
978-0-7642-1571-1
Undetected
978-0-7642-1243-7
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Dee Henderson is the bestselling, award-winning 
author of numerous novels, including the acclaimed 
o’Malley series, the New York Times bestselling 
Full Disclosure, and Traces of Guilt. She is a lifelong 
resident of Illinois. Learn more at www.deehender-
son.com.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: May 2
$7.99
978-0-7642-1941-2

trade paper
5 x 7
160 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
FICTION / Christian / General
Rights: Worldwide

An O’Malley Family Novella  
Now in Paperback

 y The “story behind the story” of the youngest 
O’Malley

 y Over 3 million copies of Dee Henderson’s  
novels in print

 y Author’s books are perennial bestsellers

It’s a summer of change for Jennifer O’Malley. The busy physician has a 
pediatrics practice in Dallas, and meeting Tom Peterson and falling in 

love is adding a rich layer to her life. She’s sorting out how to introduce 
him to her family—she’s the youngest of seven—and thinking about 
marriage.

She’s falling in love with Jesus too, and knows God is good. But her 
faith is about to be tested in a way she didn’t expect, and the results will 
soon transform her entire family.

Jennifer
Dee Henderson

NOW IN 
PAPER
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Nancy Mehl is the author of 
twenty-three books, including 
the roaD to KingDoM, FinDing 
sanctuary, and DeFenDers oF 
Justice series. She is a Carol 
Award finalist and writes from 
her home in Missouri, where 
she lives with her husband, 
Norman, and their Puggle, 
Watson. Visit www.nancymehl.
com to learn more.

ALSO AVAILABLE

dEfEndErs of JusticE

1 Fatal Frost
978-0-7642-1777-7

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: May 2
$15.99
978-0-7642-1778-4

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
336 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Romance / Suspense
Rights: Worldwide

New Edge-of-Your-Seat Read from an  
Established Romantic Suspense Author

 y Suspense, mystery, and romance in the world 
of the U.S. Marshals make for a fast-paced read 

 y Fans of Terri Blackstock, Irene Hannon, and 
Lynette Eason will be drawn to Mehl’s latest 
series

 y “Romantic suspense at its best. . . . Mehl is an 
amazing author who writes believable stories, 
knows what fans expect and does not disap-
point.”—RT Book Reviews on Rising Darkness

Kate O’Brien has been leading a quiet life in small-town Shelter Cove, 
Arkansas, for the past four years when her past suddenly comes roaring 

back to life. Four years ago, she and her twin sister were attacked by an elusive 
serial killer. Only Kate survived, and it was her drawing of the attacker—along 
with some last-minute evidence—that convicted the suspect. 

She’s been in witness protection ever since, but new evidence suggests 
the convicted man isn’t the murderer and she’s been subpoenaed to testify 
in the new trial. Nervous about the risk, she’ll only agree if the same mar-
shal who protected her during the original trial escorts her to St. Louis.

Deputy U.S. Marshal Tony DeLuca accepts the assignment to bring Kate 
to the trial, remembering how her strength impressed him. While in Shelter 
Cove, however, he gets a call from his chief, advising them to stay in Shel-
ter Cove until a new development in the case can be straightened out. But 
when Kate’s safety is threatened, Tony must race against the clock to keep 
her alive and put this ugly case to rest before anyone else gets killed.

Dark Deception
defenders of Justice #2

Nancy Mehl
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

When she is not homeschool-
ing her two sweet kids 
(with a full pot of coffee at 
hand), Connilyn Cossette 
is scribbling notes on spare 
paper, mumbling about her 
imaginary friends, and reading 
obscure, out-of-print history 
books. She lives near Dallas, 
Texas. Connect with her at 
www.connilyncossette.com

ALSO AVAILABLE

out from Egypt

1 Counted With the Stars
978-0-7642-1437-0
2 Shadow of the Storm
978-0-7642-1821-7

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: May 2
$15.99
978-0-7642-1822-4

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance 
FICTION / Religious
Rights: Worldwide

Cossette Consistently Brings the Old Testament 
to Life in an Engrossing, Fresh New Way 

 y “. . . promising debut work. . . . The smart atten-
tion to detail and strongly developed charac-
ters also bode well for future installments of 
this Out FrOm Egypt series.”—Publishers Weekly 
on Counted With the Stars

 y Shows the perspective of a Canaanite woman 
as Jericho’s walls fall

 y “Biblical fiction buffs . . . are sure to be swept 
away by this promising new author.”—Library 
Journal on Counted With the Stars

Alanah, a Canaanite, is no stranger to fighting and survival. When her 
family is killed in battle with the Hebrews, she disguises herself and 

sneaks onto the battlefield to avenge her family. The one thing she never 
counted on was surviving. 

Tobiah, a Hebrew warrior, is shocked to find an unconscious, wounded 
woman among the Canaanite casualties. Compelled to bring her to a Hebrew 
healer back at their camp, he is soon confronted with a truth he can’t ignore: 
the only way to protect this enemy is to marry her.

Unused to being weak and vulnerable, Alanah submits to the marriage—for 
now. As she comes to know and respect Tobiah and his people, however, 
she begins to second-guess her plans of escape. But when her past has 
painfully unanticipated consequences, the tentative peace she’s found 
with Tobiah, the Hebrews, and Yahweh is shaken to the core. Can Alanah’s 
fierce heart and strength withstand the ensuing threats to her life and all 
she’s come to love?

Wings of the Wind
out from egypt #3

Connilyn Cossette
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Becky Wade is a native of 
California who attended Baylor 
University, met and married a 
Texan, and moved to Dallas. 
She published historical ro-
mances for the general market, 
took time off to raise her 
children, then felt God nudging 
her to pursue contemporary 
Christian fiction. Becky is the 
Carol Award–, INSPY Award–, and International 
Reader’s Choice Award–winning author of the Porter 
FaMily novels. Learn more at www.beckywade.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

A Love Like Ours
978-0-7642-1109-6
Her One and Only
978-0-7642-1110-2

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: May 2
$13.99
978-0-7642-1936-8

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
FICTION / Romance / Clean & Wholesome
Rights: Worldwide

Exciting Start of a Brand-New Series by a 
Contemporary Romance Fan Favorite 

 y A romantic series following the love stories  
of three sisters living in a delightful Pacific 
Northwest small town 

 y Wade’s contemporary romances are perfect 
for fans of Rachel Hauck and Denise Hunter 

 y Praise for Wade includes “This is a must read. 
. . .” (Booklist) and “A delightful book” (RT Book 
Reviews)

After a devastating heartbreak three years ago, genealogist and histor-
ical village owner Nora Bradford has decided that burying her nose in 

her work and her books is far safer than romance in the here and now.
Unlike Nora, former Navy SEAL and Medal of Honor recipient John 

Lawson is a modern-day man, usually 100 percent focused on the present. 
But when he’s diagnosed with an inherited condition, he’s forced to dig into 
the secrets of his past and his adoption as an infant, enlisting Nora to help 
him uncover the identity of his birth mother. 

The more time they spend together, the more this pair of opposites sus-
pects they just might be a perfect match. However, John’s already dating 
someone and Nora’s not sure she’s ready to trade her crushes on fictional 
heroes for the risks of a real relationship. Finding the answers they’re 
seeking will test the limits of their identity, their faith, and their devotion 
to one another.

True to You
bradford sisters romance

Becky Wade
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Melissa Jagears is a Carol 
Award winner and a home- 
schooling mother of three on a 
tiny Kansas farm with a fixer- 
upper house. Find her online  
at www.melissajagears.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

tEAvillE morAl sociEty

A Heart Most Certain
978-0-7642-1751-7

With This Ring? (with Karen 
Witemeyer, Mary Connealy, 
and Regina Jennings)
978-0-7642-1772-2
A Bride at Last
978-0-7642-1170-6

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: May 2
$14.99
978-0-7642-1752-4

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance 
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

Jagears Delivers a Wonderfully Romantic 
Read with a Hero and Heroine to Cheer For

 y Early 1900s Kansas small-town setting is perfect 
for CBA historical romance fans

 y “. . . an engaging and heartfelt read. . . .  
Jagears has clearly demonstrated that she  
has a bright future in the inspirational genre.” 
—RT Book Reviews on A Heart Most Certain

 y Jagears seamlessly weaves timely themes  
into a compelling storyline

Evelyn Wisely has a heart for the orphans of Teaville and works at a local 
mansion that rescues children out of the town’s red-light district and 

gives them a place to live. But her desire to help isn’t limited to orphans. 
The owner of the mansion, Nicholas Lowe, is willing to help her try to get 
the women working in prostitution out of the district as well—if she can 
gain the cooperation and support of local businessmen to go against the 
rest of the community. 

David Kingsman has recently arrived in Teaville from Kansas City to help 
with one of his father’s companies in town. While he plans on staying only 
long enough to prove his business merit to his father, he’s shown interest 
in Evelyn’s work and is intrigued enough by her to lend his support to her 
cause.

They begin with the best of intentions, but soon the complications pile 
up and Evelyn and David’s dreams look more unattainable every day. When 
the revelation of a long-held secret creates a seemingly insurmountable rift 
between them, can they trust God still has a good plan for them despite all 
that is stacked against them?

A Love So True
teaville moral society

Melissa Jagears
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jody Hedlund is the author 
of more than a dozen novels, 
including Love Unexpected, 
Captured by Love, Unending 
Devotion, The Preacher’s Bride, 
and A Noble Groom, winner 
of the 2014 Carol Award for his-
torical romance. She received 
a bachelor’s degree from Taylor 
University and a master’s from 
the University of Wisconsin, both in social work. She 
lives in Michigan with her husband and five children. 
She loves hearing from readers on Facebook and on 
her blog at www.jodyhedlund.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

BEAcons of HopE

1 Love Unexpected 
978-0-7642-1237-6 
2 Hearts Made Whole
978-0-7642-1238-3
3 Undaunted Hope
978-0-7642-1239-0

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: June 6
$15.99
978-0-7642-1804-0

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

A Riveting Look at the Orphan Train from 
Historical Novelist Jody Hedlund

 y Offers a fascinating glimpse into the world of 
immigrants and how their lives were impacted 
by the orphan trains

 y “Hedlund again provides a satisfying, heart-
warming story of adventure, adversity and 
love. . . .”—RT Book Reviews on Undaunted Hope

 y Jody Hedlund is known for combining 
intriguing history with intense drama and 
heart-melting romance

When a financial crisis in 1850s New York leaves three orphaned 
sisters nearly destitute, the oldest, Elise Neumann, knows she 

must take action. She’s had experience as a seamstress, and the New 
York Children’s Aid Society has established a special service: placing out 
seamstresses and trade girls. Even though Elise doesn’t want to leave her 
sisters for a job in Illinois, she realizes this may be their last chance. 

The son of one of New York City’s wealthiest entrepreneurs, Thornton 
Quincy faces a dilemma. His father is dying, and in order to decide which 
of his sons will inherit everything, he is requiring them to do two things 
in six months: build a sustainable town along the Illinois Central Railroad, 
and get married. Thornton is tired of standing in his twin brother’s shadow 
and is determined to win his father’s challenge. He doesn’t plan on meet-
ing a feisty young woman on his way west, though. 

With You Always
orpHan train #1

Jody Hedlund
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PRAISE AND ACCLAIM FOR 
JENNIFER DELAMERE’S  
VICTORIAN ROMANCE

Winner of the 2014 Maggie Award 
for Excellence in Inspirational Fiction

2013 RITA Award finalist for 
Inspirational Fiction  

An Heiress at Heart
“This is a wonderful love story. 

. . . The author’s diligent research 
of England and the traditions of the 
1800s shines in her debut.” 
—RT Book Reviews

“This sweet and charming tale of 
redemptive romance will touch your 
heart.”—Sabrina Jeffries, New York 
Times bestselling author

“A clever historical and subtly 
inspirational romance. . . . The classic 
historical plot will appeal to many 
readers.”—Booklist

“Jennifer Delamere has written a 
lovely, heartwarming story of redemp-
tion with a heroine in Lizzie Poole, who 
definitely earns her happy ending with 
the perfect hero.”—Eileen Dreyer, 
New York Times bestselling author

A Lady Most Lovely
“Intense . . . Fans of inspirational 

romance will appreciate subtle refer-
ences to Tom’s Christian faith, and . . . 
the undercurrent of attraction between 
Margaret and Tom is a powerful force 
that keeps the story moving.” 
—Publishers Weekly (starred review)

 “A touching, tender romance. . . . The 
power of love, second chances, and even 
the joy of the holiday season combine 
to create the perfect atmosphere for this 
charmer.”—RT Book Reviews

A Bride for the Season
“[A] delightful Victorian romance . . . 

Well-written, sweet, passionate and fun . . .  
A Bride for the Season is a most enjoyable 
read.”—Historical Novel Society

“The romantic dance between James and 
Lucinda sparkles with wit and intellect . . .  
in defiance of societal expectations.” 
—Publishers Weekly
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VITAL INFORMATION

Available: June 6
$14.99
978-0-7642-1920-7

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
368 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Romance / Historical / Victorian
FICTION / Romance / Clean & Wholesome
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker
978-0-7642-9941-4

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Jennifer Delamere’s debut 
Victorian romance, An Heiress 
at Heart, was a 2013 RITA 
award finalist in the inspira-
tional category. Her follow-up 
novel, A Lady Most Lovely, 
received a starred review from 
Publishers Weekly and the 
Maggie Award for Excellence 
from Georgia Romance Writers. 
Jennifer earned a BA in English from McGill Univer-
sity in Montreal, where she became fluent in French 
and developed an abiding passion for winter sports. 
She’s been an editor of nonfiction and educational 
materials for nearly two decades, and lives in North 
Carolina with her husband.

When a series of circumstances beyond her control leave Rosalyn Bernay alone and 
penniless in London, she chances upon a job backstage at a theater that is presenting 

the most popular show in London. A talented musician and singer, she feels immediately at 
home and soon becomes enthralled with the idea of pursuing a career on the stage.

A hand injury during a skirmish in India has forced Nate Moran out of the army until he 
recovers. Filling his time at a stable of horses for hire in London, he has also spent the past 
two months working nights as a stagehand, filling in for his injured brother. Although he’s 
glad he can help his family through a tough time, he is counting the days until he can rejoin 
his regiment. London holds bitter memories for him that he is anxious to escape. But then 
he meets the beautiful woman who has found a new lease on life in the very place Nate 
can’t wait to leave behind. 

The Captain’s Daughter
london beginnings #1

Jennifer Delamere

 y Delamere, who won praise 
writing inspirational 
Victorian in the general 
market, finds an ideal  
home at Bethany House

 y Perfect for readers of Julie 
Klassen, Lawana Blackwell, 
Sarah Ladd, and Julianne 
Donaldson

 y With British historical 
surging as a category, 
Delamere should quickly 
become a fan favorite

Warm-Hearted Victorian Romance 
Brings 1880s London to Life
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PRAISE FOR  
KAREN WITEMEYER

No Other Will Do
“. . . the romance is tender and 

sigh-worthy—a key reason why 
her readers keep coming back for 
more.”—RT Book Reviews

A Worthy Pursuit
“An engaging story of love, trust, 

and hope, integrated with the mes-
sage of God’s faithful, loving care of 
His children.”—Christian Marketplace

“[Witemeyer’s] engaging and vividly 
pictured Western romance is narrated 
with warm humor, and its heartfelt  
story line will be popular with fans. . . .”  
—Library Journal

Full Steam Ahead
“Rich in history and delightful in 

composition, this story pulled me right 
in, in addition to charming me with the 
sweet romance between the two main 
characters.”—All About Romance

Stealing the Preacher
“Stealing the Preacher showcases 

the author’s ability to create plots with 
unusual circumstances yet remain 
believable. Her characters are well 
rounded and appealing, and she has 
a knack for keeping the story firmly 
Christian without being in the least 
preachy. . . . The perfect choice for a 
summer read: light and enjoyable without 
being fluffy.”—Metro Christian Living
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VITAL INFORMATION

Available: June 6
$15.99
978-0-7642-1282-6

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker 
 978-0-7642-9947-6 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Winner of the HOLT Medallion 
and the Carol Award and a 
finalist for the RITA and Christy 
Award, bestselling author 
Karen Witemeyer writes 
historical romance to give the 
world more happily-ever-afters. 
Karen makes her home in 
Abilene, Texas, with her hus-
band and three children. Learn 
more about Karen and her books 
at www.karenwitemeyer.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

A Worthy Pursuit
978-0-7642-1280-2
No Other Will Do
978-0-7642-1281-9

Grace Mallory is tired of running, of hiding. But when an old friend sends an after-hours 
telegraph transmission warning Grace that the man who has hunted her for nearly a 

year has discovered her location, she fears she has no choice. She can’t let the villain she 
believes responsible for her father’s death release his wrath in Harper’s Station, the town 
that has sheltered her and blessed her with the dearest friends she’s ever known.

Amos Bledsoe prefers bicycles to horses and private conversations over the telegraph 
wire to social gatherings with young ladies who see him as nothing more than an oddity. 
His telegraph companion, the mysterious Miss G, listens eagerly to his ramblings every 
night and delights him with tales all her own. For months, their friendship—dare he believe, 
courtship?—has fed his hope that he has finally found the woman God intended for him. 
Yet when he takes the next step to meet her in person, he discovers her life is in peril, and 
Amos must decide if he can shed the cocoon of his quiet nature to become the hero Grace 
requires.

Heart on the Line
Karen Witemeyer

 y Bestselling books, happy 
fans, and award nomina-
tions arrive with every new 
Witemeyer novel

 y The 1890s Texas setting of 
Harper’s Station has won 
readers’ hearts

 y Grace Mallory has been 
hiding for months, but 
when danger comes, will 
the unlikeliest of heroes be 
at her side?

Witemeyer Returns with Her  
Trademark Blend of Adventure,  

Romance, and Humor
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

A Florida girl who migrated to 
the Pacific Northwest, Kate 
Breslin was a bookseller for 
many years. She is a Carol 
Award winner and a RITA and 
Christy Award finalist and lives 
with her husband in Seattle, 
Washington. Find her online at 
www.katebreslin.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Not by Sight
978-0-7642-1161-4
For Such a Time
978-0-7642-1160-7

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: June 6
$15.99
978-0-7642-1781-4

trade paper
5½ x 8½
400 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance 
FICTION / Romance / Historical / 20th Century
Rights: Worldwide

Page-Turning Intrigue and Romance from an 

Up-and-Coming Historical Romance Talent
 y “. . . a timeless love story. . . . Breslin has done her 

research, unfolding her story with impeccable 
attention to historical detail.”—Library Journal  
on Not by Sight

 y Absorbing story of WWI love and espionage on 
the European front will keep readers hooked 
from start to finish 

 y “Breslin creates a tale difficult to put down until 
its touching, soul-satisfying ending.” 
—RT Book Reviews on Not by Sight

In 1917, Evelyn Marche is just one of many women who has been widowed by 
the war. A British nurse trapped in German-occupied Brussels, she spends her 

days working at a hospital and her nights as a waitress in her aunt and uncle’s 
café. Eve also has a carefully guarded secret keeping her in constant danger: 
She’s a spy working for a Belgian resistance group in league with the British 
Secret Service. 

When a British plane crashes in Brussels Park, Eve is the first to reach the 
downed plane and is shocked to discover she recognizes the badly injured pilot. 
British RFC Captain Simon Forrester is now a prisoner of war, and Eve knows 
he could be shot as a spy at any time. She risks her own life to hide him from 
the Germans, but as the danger mounts and the secrets between them grow, 
their chance of survival looks grim. And even if they do make it out alive, the 
truth of what lies between them may be more than any love can overcome.  

High as the Heavens
Kate Breslin
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Roseanna M. White pens 
her novels beneath her Betsy 
Ross flag, with her Jane Austen 
action figure watching over 
her. When not writing fiction, 
she’s homeschooling her two 
children, editing and designing, 
and pretending her house will 
clean itself. Roseanna’s fiction 
ranges from biblical fiction to 
American-set romances to her new British series. She 
lives with her family in West Virginia. Learn more at 
www.roseannamwhite.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

lAdiEs of tHE mAnor

The Lost Heiress
978-0-7642-1350-2
The Reluctant Duchess
978-0-7642-1351-9
A Lady Unrivaled
978-0-7642-1352-6

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: July 4
$15.99
978-0-7642-1926-9

trade paper
5½ x 8½
400 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / 20th Century
Rights: Worldwide

Edwardian Romance and History  
Gains a Twist of Suspense 

 y As WWI looms, a group of thieves become 
unlikely heroes and heroines

 y White’s Downton Abbey-esque first series 
won acclaim and devoted readers

 y “. . . the momentum and drama of a modern 
thriller and the charm and intrigue of an 
Edwardian upper-class romance . . .” 
—Booklist starred review of The Reluctant 
Duchess

Rosemary Gresham has no family beyond the band of former urchins that 
helped her survive as a girl in the mean streets of London. Grown now, they 

concentrate on stealing high-value items and have learned how to blend into 
upper-class society. But when Rosemary must determine whether a certain 
wealthy gentleman is loyal to Britain or to Germany, she is in for the challenge 
of a lifetime. How does one steal a family’s history, their very name?

Peter Holstein, given his family’s German blood, writes his popular series 
of adventure novels under a pen name. With European politics boiling and his 
own neighbors suspicious of him, Peter debates whether it might be best to 
change his name for good. When Rosemary shows up at his door pretending 
to be a historian and offering to help him trace his family history, his question 
might be answered. 

But as the two work together and Rosemary sees his gracious reaction to his 
neighbors’ scornful attacks, she wonders if her assignment is going down the 
wrong path. Is it too late to help him prove that he’s more than his name?

A Name Unknown
sHadows over england

Roseanna M. White
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Michael Phillips is a best-
selling author who has penned 
more than seventy books, 
both fiction and nonfiction. 
In addition, he has served as 
editor/redactor of nearly thirty 
more books. Over the past thirty 
years, his persistent efforts 
have helped reawaken interest 
in the writings of nineteenth 
century Scotsman George MacDonald. Michael and 
his wife, Judy, spend time each year in Scotland, but 
make their home near Sacramento, California. Visit 
Michael’s website at www.fatheroftheinklings.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

sEcrEts of tHE sHEtlAnds

1 The Inheritance
978-0-7642-1748-7
2 The Cottage
978-0-7642-1749-4

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: July 4

trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-1750-0
5½ x 8½ 
400 pages
Case Quantity: 32

hardcover
$22.99
978-0-7642-1957-3

5½ x 8½ 
400 pages
Case Quantity: 20

Category: FICTION / 
Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / 
General
FICTION / Religious
Rights: Worldwide

The Dramatic Conclusion to Michael  
Phillips’s Shetland Islands Saga

 y More than 7 million copies of Phillips’s books 
in print

 y Author has enjoyed a devoted fan following 
for decades

 y Phillips writes of Scotland and her people like 
no one else

Loni Ford’s unexpected inheritance of substantial real estate—not to 
mention a title—in the Shetland Islands has caused more than a stir 

in the quiet fishing hamlet of Whale’s Reef. How is life ever to be the 
same with an outsider—and a woman, at that—playing such a pivotal 
role in the life of this conservative community? But it isn’t just the locals 
who have deep misgivings about the current situation. Loni herself never 
imagined this in her wildest dreams. 

What Loni is more sure of, however, is that she is falling in love—with 
Whales Reef, with its hardy people, with its simple, peaceful way of life, 
and with local chieftain David Tulloch, whose inheritance she has usurped, 
at least in the eyes of some. 

But life in Whales Reef is not without drama. Deep rifts exist between 
certain lifelong residents, and when one local resident turns up dead, 
suspicion is cast in the direction of the island’s most prominent family. How 
Loni and David deal with this challenge will go a long way in determining 
their future, and that of the quaint island community.

The Legacy
secrets of tHe sHetlands #3

Michael Phillips
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

The author of more than one 
hundred published books and 
with nearly 5 million copies 
of her books sold worldwide, 
Angela Hunt is the New York 
Times bestselling author of 
Risen: The Novelizaton of the 
Major Motion Picture,  
The Note, The Nativity Story, 
and the Dangerous beauty series. 
In 2008, Angela completed her PhD in biblical  
studies in theology. She and her husband live  
in Florida with their mastiffs. She can be found  
online at www.angelahuntbooks.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Risen: The Novelization of 
the Major Motion Picture
978-0-7642-1845-3

A dAngErous BEAuty novEl

Esther
978-0-7642-1695-4
Bathsheba
978-0-7642-1696-1
Delilah
978-0-7642-1697-8

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: July 4
$15.99
978-0-7642-1932-0

trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Historical / General
Rights: Worldwide

New York Times Bestselling Author’s  
Newest Biblical-Era Series

 y Hunt dives into the intertestamental period 
with this fascinating glimpse at a Jewish  
woman who befriends Cleopatra

 y Hunt’s biblical fiction—New and Old Testa-
ment alike—has won devoted readers

 y “. . . a fascinating, richly researched, and  
artfully composed biblical novel . . .” 
—Booklist starred review of Delilah

Five decades before the birth of Christ, Chava, daughter of the royal 
tutor, grows up with Urbi, a princess in Alexandria’s royal palace. When 

Urbi becomes Queen Cleopatra, Chava vows to be a faithful friend no mat-
ter what—but after she and Cleopatra have an argument, she finds herself 
imprisoned and sold into slavery. 

Torn from her family, her community, and her elevated place in Alex-
andrian society, Chava finds herself cast off and alone in Rome. Forced to 
learn difficult lessons, she struggles to trust a promise HaShem has given 
her. After experiencing the best and worst of Roman society, Chava must 
choose between love and honor, between her own desires and God’s will 
for her life. 

Egypt’s Sister
tHe silent years 

Angela Hunt
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PRAISE FOR  
TRACIE PETERSON

“Peterson is a long-time fixture 
on Christian market bestseller lists 
with her more than 100 novels, 
and this second in the lone star 
briDes series will add to her shelf of 
successes.” —Publishers Weekly  
on A Moment in Time

“Award-winning Peterson and 
Woodhouse have coauthored a mar-
velous story of love and adventure in 
the Alaskan frontier. Their characters 
spring to life against a background 
of historical events.” —Booklist on 
All Things Hidden (with Kimberley 
Woodhouse)

“Peterson is well known for her 
strong research skills that really help 
to set a sense of time and place to the 
story. Her characters are diverse, yet 
are all very authentic in their actions 
and motivations.”—freshfiction.com on 
The Miner’s Lady

“If it’s romance you enjoy, you will 
find plenty of it in award-winning author 
Tracie Peterson’s new book. . . . But at 
the heart of it all is the Christian faith of 
its main characters, and their prayers for 
God’s guidance and protection.” 
—The Good Bookstall on Taming the Wind

“Peterson’s second book in the 
historical series [lone star briDes] offers a 
well-crafted narrative and engaging char-
acters. A memorable and heartwarming 
pick. . . .”—Library Journal on A Moment 
in Time
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Available: July 4

trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-1328-1
5½ x 8½ 
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32

hardcover
$22.99
978-0-7642-1342-7
5½ x 8½ 
352 pages
Case Quantity: 20

large print
$17.99
978-0-7642-1343-4
5½ x 8½ 
432 pages
Case Quantity: 24

Category: FICTION / 
Christian / Historical
FICTION / Christian / 
Romance
FICTION / Historical
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker 978-0-7642-9948-3

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Tracie Peterson is the best-
selling, award-winning author 
of more than 100 novels. Tracie 
also teaches writing workshops 
at a variety of conferences 
on subjects such as inspira-
tional romance and historical 
research. She and her family 
live in Montana. Learn more at 
www.traciepeterson.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

HEArt of tHE frontiEr

1 Treasured Grace
978-0-7642-1327-4

sAppHirE BridEs

1 A Treasure Concealed
978-0-7642-1324-3
2 A Beauty Refined
978-0-7642-1325-0
3 A Love Transformed
978-0-7642-1326-7 

Hope Flanagan survived the massacre at the Whitman Mission, but at terrible personal 
cost. Safe now in Oregon City, she lives with her sisters, Grace and Mercy, and Grace’s 

new husband, Alex. As she spends her days tending their flock of sheep, Hope’s mind and 
soul are slowly healing. Yet, though she was once surrounded by suitors, she has no inter-
est in giving her heart again after the man she loved died in her arms.

Hope’s precarious new peace is shattered when those responsible for the massacre are 
captured and put on trial. She is asked to testify against them, but she’s not sure she can 
bear to relive the events of those horrific days.

As Hope struggles to free herself from the pain of her past, Lance Kenner, an Army lieu-
tenant, brings an unexpected ray of light into her life. But what will Lance think of her if he 
learns the truth behind her anguish? And what secrets lie in his past?

Beloved Hope
Heart of tHe frontier #2

Tracie Peterson

 y Book 2 in the Heart of the 
Frontier series, set in 1850s 
Oregon Territory

 y Beloved author whose novels 
are always CBA bestsellers

 y Delivers authentic historical 
settings and events, deep  
spiritual challenges, and 
touching romance

A Compelling Novel of Forgiveness and 
Hope from Leading Author Tracie Peterson



ALSO AVAILABLE

Someone Like You
978-0-7642-1737-1
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Victoria Bylin writes 
contemporary and historical 
romances acclaimed for their 
true-to-life characters and 
stories. Her work has finaled 
in contests such as the Carol 
Awards, the RITAs, Inspirational 
Reader’s Choice Awards, and 
the Reviewers’ Choice Award. 
A native of California, she 
and her husband now make their home in Lexington, 
Kentucky. Visit her website at www.victoriabylin.com 
to find out more.

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: August 8
$13.99
978-0-7642-1738-8

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
320 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
FICTION / Romance / General
Rights: Worldwide

Heartwarming and Touching New 
Contemporary Romance from Victoria Bylin

 y A small-town setting is always a favorite  
of contemporary romance readers

 y Romance lovers will find two sweet, heart–
tugging romances to enjoy in this latest  
from Bylin

 y “. . . a satisfying and uplifting read.” 
—RT Book Reviews on Someone Like You

After two broken engagements, nurse practitioner Mia Robinson is done 
with dating. From now on, she only trusts herself and God, and she’s 

focused on her eighteen-year-old sister, Lucy, and caring for patients. Just 
as she applies to work for an international aid organization, a phone call 
from Lucy, who’s pregnant and running off to marry her twenty-one-year-
old boyfriend, throws a wrench into all of Mia’s plans.

Jake Tanner may have recovered from the physical injuries he sustained 
on the job as a police officer, but his heart has yet to heal from losing his 
former partner in the tragedy. He’s poured himself into starting a camp 
for the sons of fallen officers and mentoring Sam, the adult son of his 
deceased partner, who’s asked him to be his best man at his wedding. 

Mia is expecting a mess when she arrives to sort out the situation with 
Lucy, but she wasn’t expecting Jake. And Jake, who can’t help envying 
Sam and Lucy, doubts he’ll ever experience their happiness for himself. But 
maybe Jake’s courage and Mia’s caring spirit are just what they need to 
bring them a lifetime of healing and a forever kind of love. . . .

The Two of Us
Victoria Bylin
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Todd M. Johnson has prac-
ticed as an attorney for over 
30 years, specializing as a trial 
lawyer. A graduate of Princeton 
University and the University of 
Minnesota Law School, he has 
also taught for two years as an 
adjunct professor of interna-
tional law and served as a U.S. 
diplomat in Hong Kong. He is 
the author of The Deposit Slip and lives outside Min-
neapolis, Minnesota, with his wife and daughter. He 
can be found online at www.authortoddjohnson.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Critical Reaction
978-0-7642-1015-0

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: August 1
$15.99
978-0-7642-1235-2

trade paper
5½ x 8½
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Thrillers / Legal
FICTION / Legal
Rights: Worldwide

Riveting Legal Suspense from  
Lawyer Todd M. Johnson 

 y A decades-old theft case leaves a lawyer 
scrambling for his very life

 y For fans of Robert Whitlow, Randy Singer,  
and John Grisham 

 y “With an irresistible set-up, suspense, a subtle 
love triangle, strong dialogue, characters, and 
a focused plot, Johnson makes a strong first 
literary case.”—Publishers Weekly on  
The Deposit Slip

Ian Wells is a young criminal defense attorney struggling to build a 
Minneapolis law practice he inherited from his father while caring for a 

mother with Alzheimer’s. Nearly at the breaking point, everything changes 
for Ian when a new client offers a simple case: determine whether three 
men qualify for over nine million dollars of trust funds. To qualify, none can 
have been involved in criminal activity for the past twenty years. Ian’s fee 
for a week’s work: the unbelievable sum of two hundred thousand dollars. 

Ian warily accepts the job—but is quickly dragged deep into a mystery 
linking the trust with a decades-old criminal enterprise and the greatest 
unsolved art theft in Minnesota history. As stolen money from the art theft 
surfaces, Ian finds himself the target of a criminal investigation by Brook 
Daniels, a prosecutor who is also his closest law school friend. He realizes 
too late that this simple investigation has spun out of control and now 
threatens his career, his future, and his life.

Fatal Trust
Todd M. Johnson
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PRAISE FOR  
LAURAINE SNELLING

“Snelling writes with her 
trademark richness, and her upright 
characters, intriguing stories, and 
vivid settings create a blissfully 
immersive reading experience. 
Norwegian language and other 
vernacular elements are seamlessly 
woven into the narrative, providing 
deep cultural authenticity. This sym-
phony of immigrant farm-town life in 
the upper Midwest is so masterfully 
directed by Snelling, readers will be 
eager for the next novel about the 
good people of Blessing.”—Booklist 
on To Everything a Season

“A wonderful prequel to the reD 
river oF tHe nortH series with carefully 
thought-out characters, An Untamed 
Heart is the long-awaited story of 
Ingeborg Strand before she came to 
America and the decisions that change 
the course of her future. The historical 
details of 1800s Norway are vivid 
without being overbearing.” 
—Romantic Times

“This faith-based novel of a strong 
woman made even stronger by surviving 
a tragedy will appeal to a broad audi-
ence. . . .”—Booklist on An Untamed 
Heart

“Those readers who want to know 
even more about the Bjorklund family . . .  
have their wish fulfilled in this prequel  
to the reD river oF tHe nortH series. . . . 
The Bjorklund family backstory will  
certainly please fans of the series,  
who are numerous.”—Publishers Weekly 
on An Untamed Heart

“The hard choices between family and 
career are extreme for a woman in the ear-
ly twentieth century, and Snelling skillfully 
shows the effect on all involved. Readers 
who enjoy the books of such authors as 
Lynn Austin, Janette Oke, and Tamera Alex-
ander will be moved by this emotion-filled 
story.”—Booklist on A Heart for Home
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Available: August 1

trade paper
$15.99
978-0-7642-1896-5
5½ x 8½ 
384 pages
Case Quantity: 32

hardcover
$22.99
978-0-7642-1958-0
5½ x 8½ 
384 pages 
Case Quantity: 20

large print
$17.99
978-0-7642-1959-7
5½ x 8½ 
496 pages
Case Quantity: 24

Category: FICTION / 
Christian / Historical
FICTION / Historical
Rights: Worldwide

MERCHANDISING

shelf talker 978-0-7642-9949-0

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Lauraine Snelling is the 
award-winning author of more 
than 70 books, fiction and 
nonfiction, for adults and young 
adults. Her books have sold 
more than 2 million copies. 
Besides writing books and 
articles, she teaches at writers’ 
conferences across the country. 
She and her husband make 
their home in Tehachapi, California.  
Learn more at www.laurainesnelling.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

song of BlEssing

1 To Everything a Season
978-0-7642-1104-1
2 A Harvest of Hope
978-0-7642-1105-8
3 Streams of Mercy
978-0-7642-1106-5
4 From This Day Forward
978-0-7642-1107-2

When Signe, her husband, Rune, and their three boys arrive in Minnesota from Norway 
to help a relative clear his land of lumber, they dream of owning their own farm 

and building a life in the New World. But Uncle Einar and Aunt Gird are hard, demanding 
people, and Signe and her family soon find themselves worked nearly to the bone in order to 
repay the cost of their voyage. At this rate, they will never have land or a life of their own.

Signe tries to trust God but struggles with anger and bitterness. She has left behind 
the only life she knew, and while it wasn’t an easy life, it wasn’t as hard as what she now 
faces. When a new addition to the family arrives, Signe begins to see how God has been 
watching over them throughout their ordeal. But after all that has happened, can she still 
believe in the promise of a bright future?

The Promise of Dawn
under nortHern skies #1

Lauraine Snelling

 y A brand-new series set 
in 1910s Minnesota and 
featuring new characters  
to know and love

 y Features author’s trademark 
themes of immigrants 
building a life in America 
and living out their faith  
in good times and bad

 y Snelling is highly interactive 
with readers via social media 
and personal appearances

Beloved Author Lauraine Snelling 
Launches New Immigrant Series
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ABOUT THE AUTHORS

A bestselling author and award-winning filmmaker, as 
well as the co-creator of McGee and Me, Bill Myers’s 
books and videos have sold more than 8 million copies. 
He lives in California. Learn more at www.billmyers.com.

Frank E. Peretti is one of American Christianity’s best-
known authors. His novels, including This Present Dark-
ness, have sold more than 10 million copies. He makes 
his home in Idaho. Learn more at www.frankperetti.com.

With more than 5 million copies of her books sold 
worldwide, Angela Hunt is the bestselling author of 
more than 100 works, including the Dangerous beauty 
series and Risen: The Novelization of the Major Motion 
Picture. She resides in Florida. Learn more at www.
angelahuntbooks.com.

Alton Gansky is the author of more than 20 novels. 
He has won the Angel Award and received the ACFW 
award for best suspense/thriller for his work on  
Fallen Angel. He lives in California. Learn more at 
www.altongansky.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

HArBingErs

Invitation
978-0-7642-1974-0

VITAL INFORMATION

Available: August 1
$15.99
978-0-7642-1975-7

trade paper
5½ x 8½ 
352 pages
Case Quantity: 32

Category: FICTION / Christian / Suspense
FICTION / Christian / Futuristic
FICTION / Thrillers / Supernatural
Rights: Worldwide

The Next Wave of Stories in the 
Harbingers Series Arrives

 y Myers, Peretti, Hunt, and Gansky combine 
for more than 15 million books sold

 y For fans of Stephen King, Ted Dekker,  
and Dean Koontz

 y The Harbingers team continues their  
quest to overcome a looming evil

Cycle 2 of the Harbingers series continues the story of four gifted 
strangers brought together to fight a growing darkness. 

In Bill Myers’s “The Revealing,” the team finds themselves in Rome trying 
to retrieve the mystical spear Hitler once owned—the very spear that pierced 
Christ’s side. This task will take them from hidden chambers inside the Vatican 
to a mysterious seaside cave with powers they could never expect.

Frank Peretti’s “Infestation” unleashes a microscopic evil on the world that 
deceives, blinds, kills, then spreads. The Harbingers team must confront a 
monster bent on seducing and destroying mankind.

In “Infiltration” by Angela Hunt, the team is wounded and barely holding 
together. Forced to split up, they realize their investigations have led them 
into dangerous waters.

Alton Gansky’s “The Fog” unleashes a supernatural mist unlike any other. 
There are vicious things in the fog that kill whatever they find. One team 
member realizes that the ultimate sacrifice may have to be made.

The Assault
Harbingers

Bill Myers, Frank Peretti,  
Angela Hunt, and Alton Gansky
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Maggie Brendan is the CBA 
bestselling author of the Heart 
oF tHe West series and tHe blue 
WilloW briDes series, as well as 
The Trouble with Patience and 
A Sweet Misfortune. Her books 
have received the Book Buyers 
Best Award from the Orange 
County Chapter of Romance 
Writers of America and the 
Laurel Wreath Award. A member of the American 
Fiction Writers Association, Romance Writers of 
America, Georgia Romance Writers, and Author’s 
Guild, Maggie lives in Georgia.
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1 The Trouble with Patience
978-0-8007-2264-7
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978-0-8007-2265-4
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With a Ranch to Run, Can a Widow 
Possibly Hope for New Love?

 y Brendan consistently offers readers “a sweet 
love story with plenty of nods to the iconic 
Old West . . . The perfect Christian romance 
blend.”—Booklist on The Trouble with Patience

 y More than 225,000 copies of Maggie Brendan’s 
books sold

 y Will appeal to readers of Karen Witemeyer and 
Jody Hedlund

All of her life, Grace Bidwell has longed for a loving husband and 
children, but now the chances of her dreams coming true are looking 

slim. Widowed and caring for her elderly father, she struggles to maintain 
her late husband’s ranch, until she places an ad for a hired hand.

Robert Frasier arrives in town with three pitiful, bedraggled children 
who have nothing but the tattered clothes on their backs and a load of 
hurt, pride, and anger. Believing this is divine intervention in her life, 
Grace welcomes them with open arms. As feelings grow between her and 
Robert, Grace will have to convince him that she is a woman who can be 
trusted with his heart.

Readers will be swept away into 1860s Montana’s lush Gallatin Valley, 
nestled among towering mountains and proud pines, in this emotional 
conclusion to the virtues anD vices oF tHe olD West series.

Trusting Grace
virtues and vices of tHe old west #3

Maggie Brendan
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Johnnie Alexander is the 
award-winning author of 
Where She Belongs and When 
Love Arrives. Johnnie is an 
accomplished essayist and 
poet whose work has appeared 
in the Guideposts anthology 
A Cup of Christmas Cheer. In 
addition to writing, she enjoys 
reading, spending time with her 
grandchildren, and taking road trips. She lives near 
Memphis, Tennessee.
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Rights: Worldwide

When You Need a New Beginning, 
Sometimes the Best Place to Start Is Home

 y “Impossible to put down.”—Library Journal on 
Where She Belongs

 y Will appeal to readers of Denise Hunter and 
Lisa Wingate

 y A richly told story about a second chance at 
forgiveness and love

When Amy Somers loses her job as a lobbyist, she moves to Misty 
Willow, well aware that she’s crossing bridges she’d burned years 

before. With all the mistakes she’s made and the uncaring things she’s 
done—even to her own family—she can hardly believe that happiness will 
find her, especially when Gabe Kendall, her first crush and her first kiss, 
rides back into her life atop a buckskin mare.

A former Marine, Gabe is at loose ends after serving a prison sentence 
for being in the wrong place at the wrong time. He sees beyond Amy’s hard 
exterior to the girl he once knew and loved, and he longs to see her open 
her heart. Yet with his vision clouded by shame for his past and fears about 
the future, he finds it difficult to see the path ahead.

But the memory of that long-ago kiss just may have the power to reig-
nite a romance that brings out the best in both of them.

What Hope Remembers
misty willow #3

Johnnie Alexander

ALSO AVAILABLE

misty willow

1 Where She Belongs
978-0-8007-2640-9
2 When Love Arrives
978-0-8007-2641-6
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Christine Johnson is the 
author of Love’s Rescue and 
Honor Redeemed, as well as 
several books for Steeple Hill 
and Love Inspired. She was 
twice named a finalist for 
Romance Writers of America’s 
Golden Heart Award. When not 
writing, she loves to hike and 
explore God’s majestic creation. 
These days, she and her husband, a Great Lakes ship 
pilot, split their time between northern Michigan and 
the Florida Keys.
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Will She Trust a Handsome Rogue with  
Her Hope for a New Life?

 y “Johnson initiates another swoon-worthy his-
torical series with this emotionally charged  
romance in which passions run high and 
things are not always what they seem.” 
—Library Journal on Love’s Rescue

 y Johnson’s first in the series, Love’s Rescue, has 
been nominated for an INSPY award

 y A perfect mix of romance, history, and adven-
ture that will delight fans of Johnson’s Love 
Inspired novels

When Englishwoman Catherine Haynes loses both her parents and her 
home in 1856, she decides to cross the Atlantic to find her American 

mother’s family in Louisiana. She enlists the help of Tom Worthington, a 
dashing Key West man who makes his living salvaging wrecked ships, but 
whose real goal in life is to bring to justice the man who stole his father’s 
ship and caused his untimely death.

When Catherine finally arrives at her family’s plantation, she finds it 
in disarray and her family absent landowners. Torn between returning to 
Key West with Tom or beginning the hard work of restoring the plantation, 
Catherine soon finds herself snared in a plot to steal her inheritance. When 
an incredible secret comes to light, both she and Tom will face a choice. 
Can they relinquish the dreams that have been holding them captive in 
order to step forward in faith—even if it costs them everything?

Freedom’s Price
keys of promise #3

Christine Johnson
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Jan Drexler brings a unique 
understanding of Amish tradi-
tions and beliefs to her writing. 
Her ancestors were among the 
first Amish, Mennonite, and 
Brethren immigrants to Penn-
sylvania in the 1700s, and their 
experiences are the basis for 
her stories. Jan lives in South 
Dakota with her husband, their 
four adult children, two active dogs, and a cat. She is 
the author of The Prodigal Son Returns, A Mother for 
His Children (winner of the 2013 TARA award), and A 
Home for His Family (finalist for the 2016 Inspirational 
Reader’s Choice Award), as well as Hannah’s Choice 
and Mattie’s Pledge.

ALSO AVAILABLE

Journey to Pleasant Prairie

1 Hannah’s Choice
978-0-8007-2656-0
2 Mattie’s Pledge
978-0-8007-2657-7
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Available: June 6
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trade paper
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Rights: Worldwide

Naomi Faces an Impossible Decision—Lose 
Her Adopted Son or the Man She Loves

 y “Drexler weaves a beautiful storyline, and her 
research makes it shine.”—RT Book Reviews  
on Hannah’s Choice

 y “A page-turning mix of appealing characters, 
exciting story action, sweet romance, and inter-
esting history.”—Ann H. Gabhart, bestselling 
author of The Innocent on Hannah’s Choice 

 y Fans of Amish fiction will enjoy this historical 
romance set in a northern Indiana Amish  
community in 1846

Despite growing pains in her 1846 Amish community in Indiana, Naomi 
Schrock has settled into a comfortable life in her parents’ home with 

her adopted son, Davey. Surrounded by family and friends, she tries not to 
think about the fact that she’s not at the top of any man’s list of potential 
wives. Yet when Cap Stoltzfus moves into the area and befriends Davey, 
Naomi finds herself caught between the plans she has made for her future 
and the tantalizing thought that Cap might be part of a life she never dared 
to hope for. 

When a couple shows up claiming to be Davey’s true family, Naomi and 
Cap must unite to make the decision that will determine the boy’s future as 
well as their own. How can she relinquish him to these unknown relatives? 
And can God somehow bring wholeness to her heart?

Naomi’s Hope
Journey to Pleasant Prairie #3

Jan Drexler
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Melody Carlson is the 
award-winning author of over 
two hundred books with sales 
of more than 6.5 million, includ-
ing many bestselling Christmas 
novellas, young adult titles, and 
the contemporary romances 
Once Upon a Summertime and 
All Summer Long. She received 
a Romantic Times Career 
Achievement Award in the inspirational market for 
her many books, including Finding Alice. She and her 
husband live in central Oregon. Learn more at www.
melodycarlson.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE

follow your HEArt

Once Upon a Summertime
978-0-8007-2357-6
All Summer Long
978-0-8007-2358-3
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Available: June 6
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trade paper
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320 pages
Case Quantity: 40

Category: FICTION / Christian / Romance
FICTION / Romance / Contemporary
Rights: Worldwide

Savannah Art Teacher Gets a  
Fresh Chance at Life and Love

 y “[A] heartwarming and uplifting novel about  
taking a chance on fulfilling your dreams.” 
—Library Journal on Once Upon a Summertime

 y Will appeal to fans of Rachel Hauck, Susan May 
Warren, Debbie Macomber, and Denise Hunter

 y Melody is a recent Carol Award winner, Read-
ers’ Choice Award winner, and Christy finalist

High school art teacher Nicole Anderson is looking forward to a relaxing 
summer in Savannah, house-sitting and managing an art gallery for 

a family friend. The house is luxurious in a way that only old money could 
make it, and the gallery promises interesting days in a gorgeous setting. 
Yet it isn’t long before her ideal summer turns into more than she bar-
gained for: a snooty gallery employee who’s determined to force her out, a 
displaced adolescent roosting in the attic, and two of Nicole’s close child-
hood friends—who also happen to be brothers—vying for her attention.

With a backdrop of a beautiful historical city, incredible architecture, 
and even an alleged ghost or two, combined with the opportunity for 
romance . . . anything can happen!

Bestselling and award-winning author Melody Carlson invites readers 
to spend the summer surrounded by beauty and tantalizing possibilities for 
the future.

Under a Summer Sky
follow your Heart

Melody Carlson
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Liz Johnson fell in love with 
Prince Edward Island the first 
time she set foot on it. When 
she’s not plotting her next 
trip to the island, she works 
as director of marketing for a 
Christian radio network. She 
is the author of several novels 
including The Red Door Inn and 
Where Two Hearts Meet, a 
New York Times bestselling novella, and a handful of 
short stories. She makes her home in Tucson, Arizona.
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1 The Red Door Inn
978-0-8007-2402-3
2 Where Two Hearts Meet
978-0-8007-2450-4
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Available: July 4
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352 pages
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A Perfect Prince Edward Island Wedding  
Is No Surprise—but the Groom Might Be

 y “The characters are endearing and their  
emotional and faith journeys elevate this  
novel and make it truly meaningful.” 
—RT Book Reviews on The Red Door Inn

 y Author is a two-time Carol Award finalist

 y Will appeal to readers of Rachel Hauck and 
Karen Kingsbury

Fifteen years after she left Prince Edward Island, Natalie O’Ryan had no 
plans to return. But when her fiancé, music producer Russell Jacobs, 

books their wedding in her hometown and schedules a summer at Rose’s  
Red Door Inn, she sets out to put the finishing touches on the perfect wed-
ding. But she can’t possibly prepare for a run-in with Justin Kane—the 
best friend she left behind all those years ago after promising to stay.

Justin’s never forgotten Natalie or the music career he always dreamed of 
pursuing. He’d been prepared to follow her off the island until his dad died 
and he was left to run the family dairy farm. He’s done the best he can with 
the life that was thrust upon him—but with Natalie back in the picture, he 
begins to realize just how much joy he’s been missing.

After Natalie’s reception venue falls through, she must scramble to find an 
alternative, and the only option seems to be a barn on Justin’s property. As 
they work together to get the dilapidated building ready for the party, Natalie 
and Justin discover the groundwork for forgiveness—and that there may be 
more than an old friendship between them.

On Love’s Gentle Shore
prince edward island dreams #3

Liz Johnson
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EXCERPT

“Gentlemen? Can I help you?”
“I’m looking for Oliver Blair,” Gage 

said darkly, clearly not as taken with 
the woman as Ty.

Then again, Gage seemed immune 
to women—hadn’t had a date since 
he moved back to Mercy Falls, it 
seemed. Definitely not as long as Ty 
had lived with him.  

“I’m not sure if he’s back yet.” She 
ducked her head inside. “Ella! Um . . .  
you’d better come here. Someone is 
here to see your brother!”

Weird, the way she said that. As if, 
oddly, they were expected.

It was then he felt something shift 
in Gage. A flushing of the anger, just for 
a moment, a capture of breath, a quick 
glance at Ty, his mouth partly open.

It had Ty frowning. What . . . ?
And then the door opened wide, and 

a second woman appeared. Ella, he 
supposed.

He wouldn’t necessarily call her 
breathtaking—but she had a unique 
beauty about her. She had pale blue eyes 
and deep chestnut hair, and she wore a 
pair of pink pajama bottoms printed with 
penguins and an oversized sweatshirt. 
She carried a carton of half-pint ice 
cream, the spoon just sliding out of her 
mouth.

Then she stilled, her gaze pinned on 
Gage, the spoon stilled mid-escape.

“You,” Gage said quietly, his voice 
almost strained.

Ty looked at him, the way Gage’s chest 
rose and fell, his hands curled tight at his 
sides. Okay, this was weird—

“I should have guessed that the idiot in 
the bar was the brother of Ella Blair.”

Huh? As Ty watched, the spoon slid out 
of her mouth, and for a long moment, she 
stared at him, her jaw tight. 

Exactly his thought. Because while Gage 
could be abrupt, even a jerk sometimes, Ty 
had never seen him quite so rude.

Especially to a woman.
Quietly, Ella spoke. “Nice to see you  

too, Gage.”
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Susan May Warren is the 
ECPA and CBA bestselling 
author of over fifty novels with 
more than one million books 
sold, including Wild Montana 
Skies and Rescue Me. Winner 
of a RITA Award and multiple 
Christy and Carol Awards, as 
well as the HOLT and numerous 
Readers’ Choice Awards, Susan 
has written contemporary and historical romances, 
romantic suspense, thrillers, romantic comedy, and 
novellas. She can be found online at www.susanmay-
warren.com, on Facebook at SusanMayWarrenFiction, 
and on Twitter @susanmaywarren.
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montAnA rEscuE

1 Wild Montana Skies
978-0-8007-2743-7
2 Rescue Me
978-0-8007-2744-4

Champion backcountry snowboarder Gage Watson has left the limelight behind after the 
death of one of his fans. After being sued for negligence and stripped of his sponsor-

ships, he’s remade his life as a ski patrol in Montana’s rugged mountains, as well as serving 
on the PEAK Rescue team. But he can’t seem to find his footing—or forget the woman he 
loved, who betrayed him. 

Senator and former attorney Ella Blair spends much of her time in the limelight as the 
second-youngest senator in the country. But she has a secret—one that cost Gage his 
career. More than anything, she wants to atone for her betrayal of him in the courtroom and 
find a way to help him put his career back on track. 

When Ella’s brother goes missing on one of Glacier National Park’s most dangerous 
peaks, Gage and his team are called in for the rescue. But Gage isn’t so sure he wants 
to help the woman who destroyed his life. More, when she insists on joining the search, 
he’ll have to keep her safe while finding her reckless brother, a recipe for disaster when a 
snowstorm hits the mountain.  

But old sparks relight as they search for the missing snowboarder—and suddenly, they 
are faced with emotions neither can deny. But when Ella’s secret is revealed, can they learn 
to trust each other—even when disaster happens again?

A Matter of Trust
montana rescue #3

Susan May Warren

 y Susan May Warren is a  
Top 10 CBA contemporary  
romance writer

 y Award-winning author 
has a strong platform and 
a great ability to connect 
with readers

 y When a US Senator’s brother 
goes missing, Gage Watson is 
tasked to save him. He’s only 
got one problem: the bossy 
and beautiful young senator 
wants to come with him.

“Susie writes fabulous books everyone  
can enjoy.”—Dee Henderson, author of  

Taken, on Wild Montana Skies
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Sandra Orchard is the 
award-winning author of 
several books, including A Fool 
and His Monet, Another Day, 
Another Dali, and the Port aster 
secrets series. The winner of 
six Canadian Christian Writing 
Awards and a Romantic Times 
Reviewers’ Choice Award, 
Sandra has also received a 
HOLT Medallion Award of Merit, a National Readers’ 
Choice Award, and a Daphne du Maurier Award. 
She lives in Ontario, Canada. Learn more at www.
sandraorchard.com.

ALSO AVAILABLE
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Special Agent Serena Jones Finds She 
Can’t Take a Vacation from Murder

 y “Readers looking for a humorous mystery with 
a dash of romance may find it here.” 
—Library Journal on A Fool and His Monet

 y Author has received many prestigious  
writing awards, including a Dauphne du  
Maurier Award for Excellence and the  
National Readers’ Choice Award

 y The plucky Serena Jones—and readers— 
have a new high-stakes case to crack

FBI Special Agent Serena Jones arrives on Martha’s Vineyard with her 
family, ready for a little bit of R&R and a whole lot of reminiscing as 

they celebrate the engagement of an old family friend. But crime doesn’t 
take a vacation, and she’s soon entangled in an investigation of a suspi-
cious death tied to an antiquities smuggling ring.

When her investigation propels her into danger, Serena must stay the 
course and solve this case before anyone else dies. But just how is she 
supposed to do that when the two men in her life arrive on the scene, 
bringing with them plenty of romantic complications—and even a secret 
or two?

Award-winning author Sandra Orchard keeps readers guessing with this 
fast-paced mystery laced with romance.

Over Maya Dead Body
serena Jones mysteries #3

Sandra Orchard
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Thomas Locke is a pseud-
onym for Davis Bunn, an 
award-winning novelist with 
worldwide sales of seven mil-
lion copies. His work has been 
published in twenty languages. 
Davis divides his time between 
Oxford and Florida and holds a 
lifelong passion for speculative 
stories. He is the author of 
Emissary and Merchant of Alyss in the legenDs oF tHe 
realM series, as well as Trial Run and Flash Point in 
the Fault lines series. Learn more at www.tlocke.com.
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A Groundbreaking Experiment Takes a Dangerous 
Turn, but the True Threat Defies Reality 

 y Fans of Michael Crichton will relish this  
spellbinding novel

 y Locke’s speculative fiction has garnered  
bestseller status and critical acclaim

 y “A true psychological thriller that cannot be 
put down.”—Suspense Magazine on Trial Run

 y A scientist enlists Charlie Hazard to join her 
team, where he is tested to his limits. But soon, 
all known limits disappear—and they must 
struggle to survive in an uncharted realm.

As a security expert, Charlie Hazard is all about taking control of the 
situation. But when the stunning Dr. Gabriella Speciale draws him into 

a secret psychological project, risk parameters are shattered. Every move 
brings him to the edge of one fault line after another, and Charlie struggles  
to stay clear of a maelstrom of entangled dangers.

The research team abandons the lab on the Florida coast and flees to a 
mountain refuge in Italy. The battles in Charlie’s mind are overtaken by real 
life attacks. He must grapple with the daunting realization that a conspiracy 
is taking hold on both internal and external levels. Can Gabriella be trusted, 
or is she just part of the scheme?

Leave behind your assumptions about the way the world works, and 
race along the unknown corridors of human consciousness in Fault Lines.

Fault Lines
Thomas Locke
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EXCERPT

Nanny slipped past her and out 
the door. She turned and held out 
her hands. Aileen let Nanny help 
her out of the hiding place and pick 
her up.

“Close your eyes, baby.”
Aileen obeyed. Her nose twitched. 

Her home smelled funny. Bad. Like 
the time her Dad had killed a deer 
and let her watch him dress it. She 
hadn’t liked it then and she didn’t like 
it now. But she kept her eyes shut.

Nanny moved quickly, her steps 
sure and steady. “Are your eyes 
closed?” she whispered.

“They’re closed, Nanny, they are.”
Nanny walked and Aileen bounced 

against her shoulder. The woman 
pressed a hand against the back of her 
head, burying Aileen’s nose into her 
neck. It was hard to breathe. “Can I 
open them now?”

“Not yet.” Nanny’s voice sounded 
thick, like she had something in her 
throat and was trying to talk around it. 
“Not yet.”

Nanny’s chest heaved and Aileen 
heard her sniffle. She struggled against 
Nanny’s hold and broke free. She leaned 
back to look at Nanny in spite of Nanny 
telling her to keep her eyes closed and 
was shocked to see her face wet with 
tears. “Nanny, I want me mam.”

Nanny renewed her grip on the back 
of her head and pushed her back into her 
shoulder trying to keep her from seeing. 
“Don’t look. Don’t look.”

But Aileen struggled free of the hold 
and looked. She saw her dad on the floor, 
the stain on his chest still a bright red, 
his eyes empty yet staring at the ceiling. 
“Dad! Dad!” She reached for him, but 
Nanny was moving her farther and farther 
away.

“Leanbh, don’t look, don’t look.”
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Lynette Eason is the 
bestselling author of the 
WoMen oF Justice series, the 
DeaDly reunions series, and the 
HiDDen iDentity series, as well 
as Always Watching, Without 
Warning, and Moving Target in 
the elite guarDians series. She is 
the winner of two ACFW Carol 
Awards, the Selah Award, and 
the Inspirational Readers’ Choice Award. She has  
a master’s degree in education from Converse  
College and lives in South Carolina. Learn more 
 at www.lynetteeason.com.
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978-0-8007-2326-2
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978-0-8007-2325-5
3 Moving Target
978-0-8007-2324-8

Elite Guardians bodyguard Haley Callaghan may be in South Carolina, but when a photo 
leads investigators in West Ireland to open a twenty-five-year-old cold case, her life is 

suddenly in danger. Haley knows how to take care of herself; after all, she’s made a career 
out of taking care of others. But after an uncomfortably close call, Detective Steven Roth-
well takes it upon himself to stay with her—and the young client she has taken under her 
wing. A protector at heart, he’s not about to let Haley fight this battle alone.

In a sweeping plot that takes them into long-buried memories—and the depths of the 
heart—Haley and Steven will have to solve the mystery of Haley’s past while dodging 
bullets, bombs, and bad guys who just won’t quit.

Chasing Secrets
elite guardians #4

Lynette Eason

 y Lynette Eason is a Top 5 
romantic suspense author 
with over half a million 
copies sold

 y “This book is everything  
you want in romantic 
suspense—heart-pounding 
action, believable and 
sympathetic characters,  
plus an intriguing mystery.” 
—RT Book Reviews, on 4½ star 
Top Pick Always Watching

 y A photo exposes a hidden 
past, putting both a 
bodyguard and her client  
in danger as a cold case  
gets red hot again

A Fast-Paced Story Jammed with 
Bullets, Bombs, and Bad Guys



EXCERPT

Only once did Betsy Zook look back. 
A warrior had grabbed her wrist 

and pulled her across the yard, past 
the burning barn. Before he could 
drag her into the thick forest, she 
yanked her wrist out of his hold and 
stopped to look back at her farm. She 
saw the corpses of her mother and 
father, sprawled face up. Her eyes 
burned from the smoke, her mind 
swirled, as the vision seared on her 
mind.

When she refused to budge, the 
Indian yanked her arm, dragging 
her along a jagged thin trail to a 
clearing under a canopy of trees where 
warriors had gathered together. There 
were warriors everywhere, and a 
dozen or more frightened captives, all 
children younger than she. She saw 
one warrior leading a cow, another one 
holding two frantic chickens upside 
down by their feet. Another pushed 
a wooden wheelbarrow, filled with 
farmers’ tools.  

Betsy searched for signs of her 
brothers, eleven-year-old Johnny and 
seven-year-old Willie. She caught sight 
of Johnny and made her way over to 
him. When she reached him, she pulled 
him into her arms. “Memm and Da?” he 
asked, his voice clogged with unshed 
tears. “They are with you?”

Betsy choked on a wave of despair. 
All she could do was shake her head. Her 
hands, still trembling, fell to her side. 
She managed a whisper. “They have 
perished.”

“Dead?” He wiggled out of her grasp. 
She saw him swallow, once, then twice; 
tears filled his eyes. “Willie.” His voice 
choked on the word. “What of our Willie?”
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Beautiful and winsome, Betsy Zook never questioned her family’s rigid expectations, nor 
those of devoted Hans, but then she never had to. Not until the night when she’s taken 

captive in a surprise Indian raid. During her captivity, Betsy faces brutality and hardship, but 
also unexpected kindness. She draws strength from native Caleb, who encourages her to 
find God in all circumstances. She finds herself torn between her pious upbringing and the 
intense new feelings this compelling man awakens within her. 

Handsome and complex, Hans is greatly anguished by Betsy’s captivity and turns to Tessa 
Bauer for comfort. Eagerly, Tessa responds, overlooking troubling signs of Hans’s hunger 
for revenge. When Betsy is finally restored to the Amish, have things gone too far between 
Hans and Tessa? 

Inspired by true events, this deeply layered novel gives a glimpse into the tumultuous 
days of prerevolutionary Pennsylvania through the eyes of two young, determined, and 
faith-filled women.

The Return
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Suzanne Woods Fisher

 y Bestselling author Suzanne 
Woods Fisher’s novels have 
sold over 850,000 copies

 y Fisher has formed a strong 
relationship with her readers 
online, reaching 100,000 
followers through social 
media, her website, and  
her Amish Wisdom blog

 y With endearing characters, 
delightful romance, historical 
depth, and plenty of drama, 
Fisher brings to life a fascina-
ting period of early American 
history in the 1760s

When the Life She Loves Is Stolen, a Young 
Woman Discovers the True Cost of Love
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